











































































































Aug 8 2018 Lettre 1

Enample g Let REQ be s t im e 70 Set

A I 12
Then we have an elliptic cure E s t

E CE QIN
Q

universal cover

In E ECa E E

Set

of eatic and q1 qk I bet
We have a complexanalyticisomorphism

In Q q2 Ex E fo
Z eatit

Note since einCz 0 therefore 1gKl ie ofE B where
D 2 I held is the mint disc centre at 0 in Q

Here is one way to re construct E from our

knoolege of q.ES
first define

wkqwSk g I k 30
na l qu

Since Iqlal Spcq is a power semis in q comgurt
with integer coefficients Thus

shecope 2EqD














































































































Set aceCq 5gCq as g 5ssCq 7ssG
12

X Cu q Z G U Zs gnee 2

as Eez fffffup is.iq

Let Eq be the elliptic Crone whore affine equ is

y2 any n3 ta dq7r tagCg
Then

G qa EqCe

u 1 Xing WuqD if he g E

0 if u e g
k

is a complex analytic isomorphism

Observe that is not simply converted So
ex EqCcc is strictly speaking not a

uniformisation

Epilogue
Recall that an absolute or a rat on a field

k is a map
I l k R

such that for any a bEk the following conditions hold














































































































Ca lat O and lal 0 off a O

b lab lallbl
c la bl e lat t Ibl

If the cc can be replacedby the stronger condition
cc lat bi e max lal Ibl

then we say the valuation is noindean otherwise

it is a

The valuation l l is trivial if lat I t a 1 0

Clearly Cab la bl is a distance futon on k
k is coerplete if it is complete as a metric spare

We will be more formal and precise starting from
the next lecture For the conure we will focus on

complete non trivial non archimedean fields
One can wring the non archimedean meter m

K talk about convergent power series in many variables
topological k algebras and most importantly effinoid
kIgche which are topological k algebras A of the

type top K alg isomoplurinAE kctz fhaEIgiEhfmE

These are Tate's analogues of affine schemes The corresponding
geometric spare is an effidspad One glues them
together fusing a Gotherdiek topology to form a

eigid analytespad and a huge chunk of this come














































































































is about defining constructing them and themstudying
their first properties Given an algebraicscheme X ona k
recall this means a scheme of finite type over K

there exists a rigid analytespare Xan corresponding
to X as well as GAGA theorems concerning them

The unifomization of an elliptu anne
E E EIN E QHEECED

does not have a satisfactory analogue in rigid
analytics geometry One could replace 6 by CADan
But the lattice N creates issues and one does not

quite get a quotient which gines an elliptic Crome
more on all that later However the isomorphism

Ead Q q2
does have a erigid analytic analogue But note Q EQ
is not the mineral corner Nevertheless here is theshiny
Recall we have a K scheme

Gsmk Gm Spree KET T i

which is the shame version of K K fo If k Q
this is the analogue of G

One can connider the rigid analyte spare
Tateq GETQI c Tate anne

Delon

fer g Ek ninth O look1 Note the absolute value it
is non Archimedean We are sweeping a numberof














































































































things under the carpet none but in the conure we

will make sure f this
Thermae Ci Tateq Tateq of qz

Cii Spre char K O and E elliptic cure 1k with lj E I l
Then 7 a Galois extu L of K of deg c 2 s t Elan is
isomorphic to a Tate Crome Moreover we can take k L

if the minimal Weierstrass equ for E has an

integnal edel ona k with septitmulliplicaturenedeton

I
To bedefined
as the course

progresses

Finally even though the topology on rigid spares
is weird and they are not path converted nevertheless
one can talk about a rigid spare being simply converted
using Galois theory and it turns out that Gwan is

in fart simply converted even though Q is not
Thus we do have a uniformigation
Higher genethunted Over and classical

topology one can uniformize a smooth prigerhie
Crome by the upperhalf plane or Dise Kobe Again
that does not wink over K There is another

description of sunk a Crone The spare SEP is

acted upon by a Tey ganef there are subgroups

of Kleinian groups This Schottky group call it T












































































defines a limiting hours 2 on S T arts on 52 2
in a properly discontinuous way and

X 8217
is a compart Riemann surface Every cure

over E can be so realised This works in the
non archimedean ie rigid analytic care also as

shown by Mumford As in the elliptic crane care

S2 2 is not snugly commuted in the classical

topology and heme X CE 2 IT is not a unifemigalin

f X However in the rigid analytic world the
numerator is simply commuted and we have a

uniformization

71 Tate did his calculations for elliptic cures in
1959 Che hadn't yet come up with rigid analytw
spaces He wondered if Gothundiah's ideas on

topologies could give brin a unifomization in the
non archimedean came and wrote to Grothendieck
Grothendieck was skeptical He wrote to serve

Tate has written to me about his elliptic curve stuff
and has asked me if I had any ideas for a globaldefinition

of analytics varieties over completevaluationfields I must
admit that I have




